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1. You have been chosen as a main speaker on the motion which states that
“ Privatization brought more advantages than disadvantages” affirm the
motion with 5 evidences
2. After the government being insisting to wash hands and using hand
sanitizer, the people from your village seem to negligent with the
instructions. Write a letter to the editor of Daily News to inform that habit
which can danger their life. Use fictitious name to address that issue
3. “Amoti and Makalay got the same preference in their thinking capacity
and ideology” Justify this statement with 6 points, three points per each
novel (Passed like a shadow & Unanswered cries)
4. Content is preferred to be the coverage of the idea of the play Wright
(Asses any 6 element of content from two plays you have done in your
class)
5. Compose short story not more than 300 & not less than 250 words which
ends “……….i will never turn back to John”
6. “Early pregnancies are becoming the catastrophe to young girls”
Compose a poem with six stanzas about early pregnancy
7. You are expecting to have a birthday party on 25th April 2020. Prepare an
invitation card to invite people of different professionals in your birthday
party which will be held at Mount Royal Hotel Iringa from 16:00pm to
20:00pm
8. Asses 6 outdated issues from two novels you have done.
9. Woman is useless in the society. Discuss (6points per each novel)
10. Asses 6 things you learnt from two plays (6points)
11. Asses 5 cries from Unanswered Cries
12. “Wanjiro and Remi help us to identify various themes” Justify this
statement
13. “Setting plays a big role in connection to themes” justify this statement
by using two plays
14. Asses 6 complains shown by Lawino
15. Justify what you have learnt from Song Of Lawino and Song Of Ocol (6
points)
16. “Language use seems to dominate and bold the poetry titled Song Of
Lawino and Song Of ocol” justify this statement
17. “I do not know the dances of white people” what do you understand from
that chapter picked from Song of Lawino and Song of Ocol
18. Asses the characterization of Lawino (six points)
*do not stop until you get enough* Stay free from corona in the name of
almighty

